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Alex Wolff plays Jamie, who embarks on a road trip to 
track down writer J.D. Salinger in James Sadwith’s 
“Coming Through the Rye.” 
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Like many sensitive 16-year-olds, James Sadwith identified with Holden 
Caulfield, the hero of J.D. Salinger’s “The Catcher in the Rye.” Unlike most, 
Sadwith journeyed from Connecticut’s Hotchkiss boarding school to Cornish, 
N.H., in 1969 to track down the elusive Salinger, meeting the author on two 
separate occasions. That life-changing experience is the basis for Sadwith’s 
feature debut, “Coming Through the Rye.” 
“For the longest time, I wasn’t confident that it was a movie. It was hard to 
write about myself as a protagonist,” says Sadwith, a Woodstock, Vt., resident 
who won an Emmy for directing the TV miniseries “Sinatra” (1992). 

In earlier drafts, Sadwith says he “fictionalized a lot.” But friends and 
colleagues who knew his story urged him to go with the truth. The film, he 
says, “is 99 percent fact,” including the exchanges between Salinger (Chris 
Cooper) and Jamie (Alex Wolff, who plays Dzhokhar Tsarnaev in the 
upcoming “Patriots Day”). 

“Coming Through the Rye” depicts budding actor Jamie as an outsider at a 
fictionalized boarding school (the film was shot in Virginia). He wants to stage 
his adaptation of “The Catcher in the Rye” as his senior thesis project but a 
teacher tells him to get Salinger’s permission first. With the help of likable 
local girl DeeDee (Stefania Owen) and her car, a Rambler, Jamie heads off to 
find Salinger and get his blessing. 
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Sadwith says that after he met Salinger, he went home and recorded every 
detail onto a reel-to-reel tape. When he applied to Harvard, he sent that tape 
in place of an essay. He got in. Sadwith became a veterinarian and worked for 
two years as the sole vet on Martha’s Vineyard before deciding to head to Los 
Angeles and film school. 

Kingston resident Cooper was “at the top of my list” to play Salinger, Sadwith 
says. The pair had worked together on the Sadwith-directed 1991 TV movie “In 
Broad Daylight,” and Sadwith still had the actor’s address and phone number. 
Sadwith says he left Cooper a sheepish voice message because he wasn’t sure 
the actor would remember him. Cooper called back three days later. The Oscar 
winner not only remembered Sadwith but needed little convincing to play 
Salinger in his film. 

Sadwith says that a recent screening in White River Junction, Vt., just 20 
minutes from Salinger’s house, drew audience members who knew the late 
writer. “They said, ‘We came ready to hate it, but you nailed him,’ ” says 
Sadwith. 

Sadwith and Cooper will be at the Coolidge Corner Theatre on Oct. 30 for a 
post-screening Q&A at 3 p.m. 

www.coolidge.org 
BAAFF at eight 
The Boston Asian American Film Festival continues on Oct. 23 with a 
shorts program called “It’s Complicated” at 1 p.m. with several directors on 
hand for post-screening talks. The festival, celebrating its eighth year, opened 
Oct. 20 with a slate of shorts, features, and documentaries by and about Asian 
Americans. The BAAFF closes Oct. 23 with the comedy “The Tiger Hunter,” a 
coming-of-age story about young South Asian Sami Malik who travels to 1970s 
America with plans to become an engineer and live up to the legacy of his 



father, a legendary tiger hunter back home. But when the job falls through, 
Sami struggles to keep a dead-end job and to pretend he’s more successful 
than he really is. Writer/director Lena Khan will engage in a post-screening 
conversation at 5 p.m. Both screenings take place in the Bright Family 
Screening Room, Paramount Center. 
www.baaff.org 
	


